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REVIEWED BY BARRY R. MASTERS 

In Vivo Optical Imaging of Brain
Function reviews a variety of optical

techniques, with a temporal range of mil-
liseconds to seconds, that have been
applied to investigate functional changes
of single neurons and groups of neurons.
The use of visible or near infrared light to
monitor neural function has a long and
interesting history. Recently the develop-
ment of new types of medical instru-
ments has resulted in increased spatial
and temporal resolution. Neural activa-
tion can result in many optical changes in
scattered light; these include absorption,
scattering, birefringence and polariza-
tion. Neuronal activity can be associated
with changes in metabolism, cellular
swelling, changes in blood oxygenation
and changes in blood flow. All these pro-
cesses can contribute to changes in the
optical signals used to measure neuronal
activation. The challenge for researchers
is to understand how each process con-
tributes to the characteristics of the opti-
cal signals measured. The analysis entails
the use of experimental techniques under
appropriate controls. The field of in vivo
optical imaging, despite its complexity,
has progressed to the point that it is con-
tributing many new insights into how the
brain functions.

Optical imaging has been applied
both to isolated preparations from brains

and to living brains in animals and
humans. Since this book is restricted to
optical imaging techniques, it gives but
brief mention to nonoptical techniques
such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (FMRI), positron emission
tomography (PET) and magneto-
encephalography (MEG). Overall, the
book would have been enhanced by the
addition of a chapter that described each
brain imaging technique alongside the
new insights into brain function it has
made possible. It is also critically impor-
tant to validate brain research techniques
and this is best performed by studies of
brain function that employ various tech-
niques, both optical and nonoptical.

In Vivo Optical Imaging of Brain
Function is organized in nine chapters,
each written by experts in the field. Two
chapters deserve special comment. The
chapter on analysis methods for optical
imaging is an excellent description of prin-
cipal components analysis. The use of sev-
eral appendices for the mathematical
details provides a solution that accommo-
dates a broad spectrum of readers with
various degrees of mathematical ability.
The chapter on principles, design and con-
struction of a two-photon laser scanning
microscope for in vitro and in vivo brain

imaging is written with sufficient detail to
allow researchers to construct and operate
this type of instrument. Both chapters are
excellent tutorials on experimental tech-
niques and methods of analysis.

The strength of the book is that it
strikes a balance between depth of exposi-
tion and comprehensive review of a wide
variety of optical imaging techniques. It
reviews voltage-sensitive and calcium-sen-
sitive dye imaging of olfactory function,
cortical plasticity, neural activity in sleep-
waking states, light-scattering changes
with electrical events, intraoperative opti-
cal imaging, diffuse optical tomography of
cerebral activation, and fast intrinsic opti-
cal signals related to neuronal activity.

In Vivo Optical Imaging of Brain
Function is written for graduate and post-
graduate researchers in the fields of neu-
roscience, biophysics, neurology and cog-
nitive sciences. The production quality of
the volume is very good, and there are
many color illustrations. Each chapter is
followed by a comprehensive list of refer-
ences. A useful index is included. I rec-
ommend the book as a useful review of
the field.

Barry R. Masters (brmail2001@yahoo.com), a Fellow
of OSA and of SPIE, is a consultant in Arlington, Va. 
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A necessary addition to every optical
engineer’s workstation, this handbook
is a resource for all practicing optical
engineers, and provides a concise
guide to the formulas and procedures
required in the field. It includes 
34 chapters with contributions from
34 leading experts, and an extensive
index. Each chapter is written in
considerable depth, but without the
distraction of history or speculation
on current trends. 
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For more information on this book and other titles
in the optics field, visit OSA’s online bookstore at: 
http://www.osa.org/pubs/bookstore2/
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